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we're going to concentrate on the racing and the
controller. we're going to take a lot of input from
the drivers and the teams about what they think

we should do to improve the racing. of course, we
have the usual studio drivers who will give us

some additional ideas too. there's a new team in
the game and they are really good. we've worked

closely with felipe massa and we've worked
closely with valtteri bottas. however, there is not a

lot of interaction between the drivers and the
gaming team. we're going to change that. one of

the big points is that f1 is a three-dimensional
racing game with a first-person perspective. so

the players will really feel like they are behind the
car but that they are actually driving the car. f1

'09 is more of an arcade game than its
predecessors. then there is a new campaign

mode, which allows players to follow the career of
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a single player in a series of events. this includes
testing from rookie drivers, historical

championships and even the full grand prix itself.
again, the tracks vary widely and are designed to
test your skill level. which of the two drivers will

be the most successful? which parameters should
be chosen for the simulation? how can i overtake?
all the answers are available to players, thanks to

the innovative nature of the f1 computer
simulation. that is why formula one is so exciting
for players. it offers a totally new experience and

opens up a whole world of possibilities. we will
publish more information as soon as it becomes

available. we expect new information on the
website very soon.
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formula one 2009 will allow gamers to drive cars
that have real-world counterparts. each car will

feature new authentic-sounding engines and
driving aids with statistics that reflect the

performance of each car in the real formula one
world. gamers will take control of formula one
drivers during the summer formula one season

and be able to compete in all of the new formula
one series including: codemasters has done a
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great job with f1 2010 so far. they get things right
with the game because they actually care and

they always listen to their fans and to their critics.
a lot of games have a great idea, but if they don't

listen to criticism they do badly. their licences
have sold really well and they proved with f1 2010
that they understand how to do a formula 1 game.
we've got all the concepts right. f1 is really a cool

series and the fans will really love it. at
codemasters they spend lots of time working on

the game and ensure that it is as accurate as
possible. we need to ensure that it is as

entertaining as possible and that it is as fun to
play as f1 2010. we're going to be as faithful as

we possibly can be to the series. when f1 gets to
the next generation of game consoles and new
pcs i think we are going to go even further. we

want to make sure that f1 is the only racing series
on offer. i think that right now we've got a lead
but of course it won't remain that way for long
and it'll be down to us to ensure that we are a

step ahead of the competition. there is a lot for us
to work on. i'm sure we can beat the competition

but i won't be surprised if our main rival is a big us
publisher. i just think that their experience in that
area is going to serve them well. i think that we
are going to make a lot of progress though. for
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example, when we have f1 2010 we will bring on
the codemasters f1 team of 30 people to help us.
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